The Amazon biome contains more than half of the remaining tropical forests of the planet and has a strong impact 9 on aspects of meteorology such as the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL). In this context, the objective of this study was to 10 conduct observational evaluations of the daily cycle of the height of the PLB during its stable (night) and convective (day)
and the sunset at 18 LT, not varying throughout the year.
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of a vertical pulse that is autonomously executed. The data generated yield the height of the cloud base, and using this data 119 the height of the PBL is estimated (Shukla et al., 2014; Carneiro et al., 2016) . The ceilometer is a high-frequency instrument 120 with a sampling rate of 16 s and is a powerful tool for measuring the height of the PBL during its daily cycle (day and night are obtained from these data, and subsequently the heights of the cloud base and the PBL are calculated.
average values at intervals of approximately 5 minutes.
130
The profiles are deduced from measurements of radiance values of absolute microwaves (expressed as "brightness 
Lidar

137
LIDAR was also used to estimate the height of the PBL using a LIDAR from Halo Photonics (United Kingdom), a single 138 autonomous instrument from the most recent line of products from this company for atmospheric remote sensing. These 139 systems are adequate for meteorological studies of the PBL and also for measurements of cloud cover, vertical wind profiles,
140
and air quality monitoring (Gouveia et al., 2017) .
141
Lidar is an active remote sensing instrument that provides measurements of radial velocity and attenuated backscattering in 142 real time. The fundamentals of its operation are similar to those of radar in which pulses of energy are transmitted to the 143 atmosphere, the energy that is bounced back to the receiver is collected and measured as a resolved signal in time. Starting 144 with the interval of time between each exiting pulse and the retro-diffused signal, the distance to the disperser is inferred.
145
The radial velocity or of the line-of-sight of the dispersers is determined using the movement of the Doppler frequency of the 146 retro-diffused radiation. LIDAR uses a technique of heterodyne detection (method of extraction of coded information as a 147 phase modulation and/or the frequency of a wavelength) in which the return signal is mixed with a reference laser beam (a 148 local oscillator) of a known frequency. A computer within the instrument then processes the signal determining the Doppler 149 frequency change using the spectrum from the signal. The energy content of the Doppler spectrums can also be used to 150 determine attenuated backscattering.
151
Lidar operates in the near infrared wavelength and is sensitive to retro-diffusion of aerosols at the micrometer scale,
152
therefore it is capable of measuring wind speeds under clear sky conditions with a very high precision (normally 10 cm s −1 ).
153
Lidar also possesses a superior capacity for hemispheric sweeping, thus permitting tridimensional mapping of turbulent 
